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DEREK COHEN 

ENGLISH 

SIDE A OF TAPE 

DC: This interview with Eddy Daniels. It is Cape Town. 

It is the 23rd of October and~ we will just make a start~ 

Eddy, Jhat I was going to what.--¾-wa-s- qo-i-ng Le ask you again 

about was your early experience~ remember we started talking 

a little while ago ~~about~ what you were young and 

why you got involved in politics as a young man.~I wonder 

if you can if 1dhi just sort of try and bring/ some of those 

reminiscences out again/about the kinds of things that you 

know that help make you a political person) so I am just going 

to leave it to you,,;,,,,trto get going on that Eddy. 

ED: Yes. ,M!{'/(s a little boy I had no guidance in my political 

life. 

DC: 

ED: 

DC: 

ED: 

Because your parents were not very political really
1

you said. 
I ., > ... t - - .... t L♦ 

No>in those day~, party solved not structure the hockey show. 

~ 1, .d,. 

'4'l ./.;_,.. 
Like it is today ~because it wasnrt then ~Y-there was 

segregation, i(nd again . even Mlong-h- after really rising at the 

Gt.her time the blacks the Africans were out of sight.~ 

presumably ; so we didn't know, but in -vision district six 

cosmopolitan area where I was born I was born in Keswick in 
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the aft.er odd district six. l We had all kinds of people living 

there like Africans, the Coloured , the Jewish yes it was , 
, ' ' 

really a cosmopolitan area, ~ut wet-hen saw the segrega~ien and 

the humiliation of the African far awaY,./ictually only~ame 

rt· ' , ,-" ; t ' 
to see them in (Mayfair that was where like .when I was Chairman 

-1J~ rJ ...._ ~ l .... ,,.,.,.. .., ...,,. J .,< J. .,. 

of the Women's A Dance Liberal Party , and .we and we-we-:r:e-meR-
• {!.. , • -" • I . r J.J :: • .)._, k -.:1-..c_ 

was almost ..can-see -an.a asked everybody to in the corner to 
, , t , ,. , I r• • 

stay with me J in that difficult watch Butz think w4-~h l iving 
_:1.t..a., .... ~ - ·~ .... 'I ,; 

with this would pu~ y-0u full- of course -here the poverty and 

nea1:.-th.e pe-1~ regipn the neglect and ¢1 we compare--d i t to 
ii., Jr f- ,_,._ ,. ~ • i' // / ~.,, ,_c/ • 

people that /-have the· right -to come here ~wheR iA cases with 
'\ ....,_,". \ _.: ~ 1. ~ ~ .. ..., 

"'6'0cuments-on¥ andAhe-d±d -i t-t-he-d-ay-difference of life style s 
f ,. 

and in here I associate the right wife with right because they 
<"; j.,\ . 

are always ~ w--a-B~t o~f. and~ that , of course J is a very 
, ~ _ t I t 1.n ,, -

-f .sh.ow..i.ng pe-:r;se~ because all -e-f'" you .w~ to ~ surface pd""...t.he-
. c,U o-... ,. ,,. ._.c,L. ~ ~ 't.. • ,, 
.whe:1-e- story .Jw-r how eeoaot!l::::;e of under the~ leader: ugl y 

~'\o,t<.... - ('> t. --

and there~ was sunshine/\ house _.a.Rd-- because of the - darkness 
~ ( 

above. 
✓ ..._ ...,___ I ,,. ~l _,:- .c.L 

DC: When you moved there how did you get off? 

ED: -'Phe SUft-s-h-i-l"l-e-weu-¼Gl-Shine-.ugl-y - t-ha-t - stmshi-ne- like but ~-fl 

• ,.. --r,., ·P. 
- edi aon --±n-1:e-n~ere- we had two ...c_aJ:s one in the kitchen and 

-7,, 
one outside where in Keswick we only had one ...cat which ~ha~ -

lives. outside -w-h-i-eh was· outside of New- Y.ork. I- never list:ened 

we were quite poor and outside Axle Osslowbird a boiler house 

and ~l:le.yJ:.b..e.~- they useJ to have a big boiler whieh I was ~o-
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-S.CI:.Uh w.ith coal to warm up 'E-he-me-wl-wa-ve-- er-hot water for the 
~ , 

wash house which was in -an notice heat- for next week big reeks 

and then the other copies will come along with all the bags of 

coal later and then and- for the boiler and then of course the 

ladies labourers gave it coal. But people who had ~eo but later 
-

--we- deliberately dro~~big bits of coal on the ground and we 
I O iJ.A,. 
were al..l. Srtalil~ little boys all standing around you know and 

diving for the coal and j.JJSt kind I remember one day a big 
... 1-

piece of coal rolled under the ..ca.i:.. and I went under the carr 

and I grabbed this big piece of coal and I went ran with it I 
t 4f ..,. 

went Mommy Mommy look what I got you know like a big 4Me-but 

that was the impoverishment which we experiencet"you see. 

DC: Yes. 
r , 

ED: And then of course -w~ now in my statement from the dock 
) J 

among other things I condemned against it the famous brothers 

because I have seen her I remember keeping conscious about 

these people as well and I have seen the cowardly methods they 

use4in ~»g hiking and attacking people t.he- innocent people ~ 

l 
(, •• C 

in use we use nnocent people and law abiding people are walk 
~ 

T .._ . .. 
forced to go home along ~he sup~~ieft-now--way and age- and 

they are smashed by these gangs. 

DC: Oh. 
I • ,. 

ED: And that also ~shaped my ski~~s skulls against the ingests 
,..l1..(11M ' , -

_g.nd please- parasite> sucn a society could be allowed to destroy 
I 

innocent families , kicking teaching. people how to stay on the 
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ground •-g.t::.O.UP-so when ..ai'la-mea-i:fi.ed.-wJ.,,,1.li-l'lgl-y- bor-ing"""8ftEi/all of 
f• -

.a-sudde~ righ~ against my grain of unfair -cl-a>-~m--

' -:: DC: Yes. , 
'--

ED; And then I admire I thought she was born in the gully hold it 
~ , 

against the government and ..the s~-a.nda-rcl.s aga---in by .a-n early 
I 

high way it is a-1-0-t- of the land which is a big presumed making 

-AT 
these things possible you see and therefore ,,Z- this helped .them 

.J ... 

_.gefbuild up my resentment to people who are unfair oE-me-ani-ng, 
.. ~,.,," ,.n..._ 01"\,. 

wae-are-erude-, who took o~ parties--a-t: others and I was one of 
J,.,. ; 

the victims by the wa~ but 9'f something els~,and ah with a 
. .,,. -

£o~ute at the end of the racial move ta around h ere. 

DC: And. How big was your family Eddy? 

ED: I am the youngest of six children. 

DC: Yes. J 

ED: Now we also around tail now and . .it because it would of

hap!)en-ea- t.oday beca-use--t:here- wasn't such a violent expectation 
,-

.Qf tbi s ~-ecut±o-J-1. But again I felt ~e-sha-i-low against 

this and ~0Raered who the new name will built is because one 

' -~~ the big gangs were.becam~ actually can that.happen on one 

occasion and my mother so heroic, you know t-0 -sel~ct this story 
- ' I 

b,:cause of the second South Iraq,~ :t:~9-is- seme ' w.i:l::I:: happeFi-

-so~e-£.. t:ime st·ill back.~he we were coming from cricket ±-t

was the second -a-ff-air wi-th us in the frame work of cabin 

international parties nevertheless when I got near my own I 
,, 

was in fact by six events ~e of them threw alot of people who 
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were caught by them ----,--- ______ ,and I felt were 
I I .:. L ' 

~ and ah at basically wa.s-a-beok---btri-J.t away from them~there 
.. l-\...,. . 

p.laGe 6ut they found out from people wh0-mean- i-n the same-

-sa-f-e-ey- where I lived. a.t--0ne you didn't go straigM:~ now didn't 

-I mean ~ hearel ran from them statements except by 

ine-~ud~--n-g-their faces-because-they between the cupboard~ from 
l 

-tae-one-

DC: Yes. 

-----~-

ED: And I ran through a lane and around the house and around -~ 

sun yard. y~eld see how fast you -sweep -them down and then we 

:i:i.ii1- we are lived~n it was a sad evening and I told you it 

was a central piece of bad and I have come out of and I had a 

case with my ----- night and day and I looked for the day 

very much look early enough at look through the day and I was 

just missed by ------

as I said he had said his name so I say I have 

been in the office at the office. Then I suddenly knew where 

this small room to look into and I suppose we got help to 

start but ------- ------
an in spite of that.~~ wh

1
en I got in tr:ouble- I told Rose /, 

01
_\ 

• \ "' • "l ~ I 
that ah the Spanish in that case if 

even -·M1eacfh- we rrave been -in that case-and Joe and I went down 

tell my sister what a terrible week my supper is ready and in 

order to tell on others coming we begin getting in the package I O ::,-
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after all of us 

back home back home go on so we he went back home. Now I sat 

in that chair and I was not being that way I was -not feeling ia~J 
♦ 

I just had a feeling ()!£-WJra---b- and then suddenly 4-~ 
- ) ' 

came and-actua J 1.y_ .in....J...956 I eame 

DC: Wow. 

ED: And the,, appeared-and it came in IJ1" the gate and new w.eJiave 

9ot to -change and then we~an have ..,. 

t.P're chailt at:. tae gate and.... ------
__.,._ ...... 

and the chain-at the gate a11d I a::m-net- -s'txEe---t,hem-

they-a-re- ------

and I ran to the kitchen and I got a hand-le-~nife en it--a-rui-I-

know how it we ordered the pan ___ -that.is..- it- tao time that 
-.}), .,_,,._, J...c .. ,..._ 
ea~c out~ my parents were shocked and extremely brave now 

~ 

you know at my mother's funeral that my brother Norman and I 
~ t ' 

were think ~hysically pay tribute to her because she was a 

wonderful mother we- t:-hank pay tribute t0- he.i;. we both mentioned 

the same po~5s 

DC: Eh heh. 

-----.-I I l f J 

' (: 

ED: When I came out my mother had t0'-\l\,~'a~¾~•e~\w~aa~i~t~come by the front 
le ,. 1 

y 

door she hadj..e-t us she said where do you think you are going 

to? 
I 

Stop at full ,. ... . oh Dad I came along 

and an hour behind old family and then they wanted to know you 
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know which- place .s-m;,t of ~eminded you that they had time to-

• t...and ------
i/ 

even then the exciti-ng_ extra things had to come o'Pf and-both -
...,..(. I r- - • "...,_ ~ • ,-i.. 

timeS-ane -~lI that but it was a frightening thing. 
L 

Wow. j 

ED: My sister Laura was pregnant a:ad-she was., sort:. or a connect;ion. 
~ 

and I was sent -be"" .J(ty' • if I go around the~ .and- the other 
S.'1-J tv j 

side then I 1·can come back into the secrt and ~them --0n here 
. ' 

and then to you my family~ and toda-y-a vicious p-r special 

family specially with if they are all home I it is a living 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And after it was Le-"1-ei. it was what is going to happen to our 

young there and I come in here and I don't know what aes ~o • 

DC: 

ED: 

DC: 

ED: 

,-

' happen -~thefl.. so I stay home but eventually they sounds of 

them my sister collects the same looks that the room is still 

cold and then in the case of the this guy and I said here is 

my five and I said there is my five and I waited and. 

Amazing. 

And then my mother said moving. 
. 

0l-l,__y..QU- mov:e<ih Lt ~ • • r:r 
l'!,h t 

1 ci 
And I should~~ a tb.e-poui:.ing gestw:.e makes hei::e-that e-ve-n 

_,,K £ or a Black person "Eo---do i ~ and ""'"~r=----"-"'- '----=--

fun areas it is imaginative 
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DC: Yes I know it is so terrible. 
1:1...o,c. _ _., t" 

ED: It is -it. a-Gcui;-ately called any where etPEH1iAEi-the line you can 
~ ~ "Tt• ... 

be alT you know you. can be. ..knocked wi~h ot:he-r peop.l.e-- urnat> of 

course they would they would all be in vehicle in a row that 

is another way in which we people g€t into the dust through 

their l.ives-of by the OB • 

I .,; 
ED: Which was just a social scientist which is through a which 

,. 
e.ver it is who ever avoid for a Black person who ever in.. 

remain and make enough money to ciear the sentence ------
n~ertheless 

DC: That is an amazing story actually and that is really quite a 

wonderful story and. 

ED: Yes. 

DC : Yes. 

ED: And then of course I fh ~h6 we move to from Lamdear to 

Woodstock and. 

DC: Clap. 

' u 

Er:f: Wha't.- ah-ti:let"l" we better yet we live in a nice quiet area. --HGw l...9f,J_J;_ 

it was like before 

two in the morning and with Africa and<LZi££ast ------- I 

would walk with such confidence and r--e~ breathiy~ in the 

beautiful air and feel~n.g ~good and--thiR~ 9eed and at next"'the 

only dif£erence psychologically to effeot the 
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~ure. 

ED: To ef f.ect a~n • s hap-~4-ness the b-r:eathing is sudi- ~ 

~:f:rlr]:y 

ED: Then d weJJ-a.s 
'.,7c::_ (,~s) 

and -at Se17temae~ at ~~'E" church# and there were 

interva--ls- which I . ie-ad as a youngster. r.u~ that ..ak'--ia a Way 
~ ~ 

Sunday School under and my body under the had to get it and 
CJ.~ ~ , ...... ,v r 

when- we saw this the rn0tion a.Ra we went down and we saw that 

two police men lashing this -tioJ.;;:t" poor ChaplM!l'ft- .them-sereall'l'-±ng--
..:::. .... 

actually screaming!\ with ..no n0:w go I "lmow I am going and-but 
1 

' • ei,,,_.,:tJ tr.- e,. ~ u "•t 'ft ,r, r ci'J..V..A<::...,. 
fi oaJ J y_that. then. they had-me· chok-4_..ng and +-WEH:1-14-b~ 

1--.,,...,-('\ 'f lf.Ly O r t ~ ,. 
--ik- down and you know / would kicki things and -t.R-ose-4M11-ngs-

~oula ge.--

DC: Who? 

ED: And p:fl the others -thought it a spec.tac] e because I-was-ne,t;_ 

.__inspect.ea and .a-l1' then I was eventually helped~and put~ing 
f"I, I e,., "" ... L'!I ,_ 

.a.r.a.un4 the road and people start to follow and ~shout#"'at 
...,,_ _,_..,. 'f!'-

the police and swear to the police and~~ they came~-
-tc f'ti .. d.l c.' f, 1 LC 
j,s" t..aA1;;e is- this place called --Ner-t-"h Street and there is a 

,. , I " .-,_.._._ o,.;AA, ~ 

'1/>t- brown there and # at this o~etlHlg came out of - the and the.y 1 tr.A-
....-£--vl I , ,./ 

_J,, --b:aa alot of people.K-s.&iJd ~~ I aad.-l:;ieen-.br:eaking his 
Cl,. ... , ~J.. 

-heaac:••you- e -an n0t 0.0 things 1 ike- he 'Wu"9" he ,;.as as J O,Q,~ he was 
o- a. ~~ J• f I..::_ l --... "'1' ~ JJ 

wobbly as a ..ma~e:is -0f~ t you- know-; 

DC: Yes. 
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ED: trod ah t hat is why t he ey~u,t in q],__d ..encLh.e_ ca~ t_g_ tl)e 

pl a .ce \iher.e ha- wanted - to walked._ through- ana.- he-1-:i:st-s- stop 

there and putting in stuff you know a-nd ·he said-now remember 
~)-(,. "-- p - , ~ t ~- ...-, ~• < p , J L.. r, ci2..d- "--;,, r/!.S,II ---::::U 

..:::)~" the -huteaei: at his .head gun and ,.pn:11 it against the -woman's-

head right against his temple and almost p-ttt;.. - s--toed in 
=i... t J ~ ,. ~:---i~=:r,-,--

~me:nted sti-Cks-~~~~~~.::.::.:::.-ssrtt~ shoot shoot and~ then~ 

13f a ~shettt in a -way; •1 (-1Y"-•'--h,C., , 1 u,.. ·, ~ 

DC: Yes. 
-<-'--

ED: Then of course they went on and as I said ~ ~ before ~he-
, -.- ... , 4 1 ... ) ,;L, ...;.. 

~d4 a~ ~ t.-he~ a e i lrity ancl-throw-±t-at the police man 
<Jc / e < >' -...---....i"'-----~ d · -;..e;r ., ./ ,,.,. -' - - - - --

--:1:-R-~ae- and -the sergoaF1t eame-a.id- i-t-.was- ..q\li~ dente<i w:1-t,h- --. 
_i.-1-I .; . .,, -;;J'!lii> ,r ✓ ~ ,,, • < ~ ..,,,.. 

,.....,.I:.e-£-tw4eh-..wer-and the copSshot at us and we a l l scattered~a~ aAd 

-We I ~1:1ess we stroan, nut have aefle i:?hai! 

' J,~,. l"".M.d. ' .J 

we all scattered and,#'yK- Willy and I~tMY we,,i::,e shooting ba~ 

·at-u-s beeau~ v_fil:" ke-ep- the who.le thing u,ntil it 
, t,/. , ./. # /-' .,,., - ✓ 

eventually disappeared~ Gl--t:beo I._g_lliLthen. another ~l=m't little 

incident iLr.i~P-otta~ev~-l le it was some it was really untaken and 

it was a come of { ~r .. ) -------
F - lived-a,M no- t 0- speak and this sheek. shop then 

. b.J2_ • 
-1:-ae..e- had a protruding window sort of happened to t-8e- right 

out of the pavement, /Ind this old man had -t;o loo~e at. t.fie-
·• • ti '+ .. 

"ShoQF:er-anel- -tm.--S" -o1:crma-n11ad a 1--ittle-- bit true -ef suga't""and-a 
1.~ ,, r 

little bit of ..o~, a little bit of bread, a"' i':rttle=-trtr 

-o-f. tea au.d...,bg-added all of their jud~eme~~ and he was bQ~~ 
,11,J. t-,-.,, ..... • ""'-I 

..least packing it you know. 
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Yes. 

And he <3-ai!'-~ 1,i tt1]1:_i~ ~nnes o :f.....w_e.ight_ arui.. je.l,.lo.. ~he¥-, ~ '~ -
may just give me stuff you know 

______ and t.ew '/es~ took it off there and tbP~ thjnk we

.made..J.<J.as_a_¾a,,~r him he couldn't keep it and it was just too 
t ~I .i .j,t;?.. C , c• , """--

..f.a~ ~ they were laughing ha ha and • 111Edfi a they 
<.,.~•.- I 4)) ♦ 

were st4-l~ bm:..ing ...I su.ppose-a"n<l o.ld m-emoF-y-.1rn this- conclusion 

so that is far and :tt is because with certain kinds of -

intJ::ude.ts-and all they were telling it alive largely you know 

and they can pu~ rooting for this play out with the game first 

~ews-brd'ke 1~ called again you know we just. 

DC: And you just paid no attention no and. 

ED: Yes just went you know and Pat the 

police man was sensible in the sense that he was heavily 

advantaged you know but I have no just there is wrong with 

this duty though we remain you know when they . 

DC: Sure yes yes. 

ED: Atmosphere remain and when they tell you they was that now 

they assume all men walk away and we are going up separate 

streets but that is a street one way you know and maybe just 

stuck with all means I want you to run off to the old man to 

tell him I never got everything really into far away I watch 

you know can be boy can we and ah I felt closer say we are 

infamous of it you know and ah one or two little incidents 

that perhaps you know shape my ideas of ah I suppose you know 
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one is born with an insight of failures or non-failures 

earlier but this had to be developed my instant mode that ah 

that one must oppose me just way impossible you know. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: _____ and then a position that perfectly at the Valley 

Hugh Factory where two gentlemen could let me go but they keep 

me up there and I was went to South Siberian and a few 

detectives few engagements and went through punches but all 

the things was where the where the society was to me it was it 

was bad and I lived in this environment with a new 

so as and so as I grew up of course then my enjoyment 

became further and I became pretty one of work for the 

government which you know the eyes of because the government 

is suppose to work the land he might ask denying us any say in 

in a say of our lives that was that they thought of then of 

course you know there is the introduction of segregation at 

one stage parties when ah I just was a little boy when I was 

first remember the bigger ride over to the room and the 

jurisdiction of the 

I was very police against the oh no 

stay in the politics and this in this a party and then that a 

parti and said he was alot of trouble over time and the 

certain girl who was the city counsellor she was the dominant 

voice in those days and every bit of evidence was a certain 

group up there . 
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DC: Yes. 

ED: Well she was unwanted a~ equal mee~ings at the time but then 

of course it is straight out of the book and I could follow 

the charge and join in the condemnation of the government 

system and ah as I say I took part in the Bishop of Love his 

belonged to church Martin I think against me that is the truth 

in the '50s ah I took part on whatever action there was and 

then of course I also the part of in the torch conunander on 

the parade I remember ah the thing friend of Maland was 

speaking there. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Because I grew an element a same element torch commander was 

it not 

DC: What temperature? 

ED: What temperature do you have visiting air and he wait until 

the physical air but he and Ally were also in the torch 

commander but we came from double sides of the rated faculty 

and we don't know who they were but ah. 

DC: Yes yes Eddy you ah you left school at grade six you were 

saying yes. 

ED: Yes steady six 

DC: Yes it was that that was because your family couldn't afford 

to keep you at school ah. 

ED: Well partly you see those days I never had a hard 

pity a trade would be 
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wonderful if we wanted to work that was our our. 

DC: Your mid point yes. 

ED: Yes. Our high point you know to my Mom to my Mumma I don't 

think she ___________ will ever get me to be a 

dentist I cannot be a traitor 

which was the high point in our lives because our lives were 

very strictly and I keep trying to go to night school and the 

only way in the fiscal is the way to become one and I could 

not afford it any more I have to say. 

DC: No. 

ED: I a rather normal I had left school and my first day back my 

mother remarried and I still managed still ------

then he was a wonderful man years I always say that 

I had to choose my own father which 

DC: That was wonderful. 

ED: But my friend's Dad died on the that 7th I don't remember much 

of the people _______ _______ and my second Dad was 

a very good choice to us and then my brother Norman left 

school and he went up to standard eight night school could you 

only stand the six he went up to the New York 

University __________________ _______ or 

keep working and that was and like people talking about owning 

a house you and it was hard for me 

DC: S~re. It didn't even occur to you right? 
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ED: No you didn't think it was possible. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: You know it is something beyond your kin and ah you -----
thought a responsibility and it was 

always fair if you come in tell me that this is the law and we 

never even thought of it and telling you all those bones even 

my Mom in those her days you know when she is a little bit 

cold so and then the fire the coal stove and chop the wood to 

put into the fire and oh what a job it was back then but 

nevertheless so yes I left Stanly Six which coal a classes and 

then I did odd jobs such as working in the apprentice 

certificate I grew a part time as I must have been paid a half 

a pound the let and ___________________ do then 

they employed me on a weekly basis maybe not from school but 

DC: Did you get a half pound a day? 

?: Oh yes . 

ED: Oh yes when I worked this part I paid it off again but then I 

use to get I was with Patches a week when I 

started working regularly you know but of course it was big 

money in those days for us and of course. 

DC: Yes sure. 

ED: Of course a budget in those days is compared to a fifty 

dollars bet. 

DC: Yes probably at least yes. 
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ED: Yes and ah then I was a messenger at the Old _____ though 

I was not very happy with that as a matter or fact ah I was 

made up for the uniform ____________ the way this blue 

uniforms. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: But I was not in the job you know I couldn't enter the job 

which I have nothing else but then I just did 

newspapers and the Japs were so fed up 

with me they say are you taking your measurements for the 

uniform? 

DC: Ha. 

ED: ______ _______ now you tell me what has done 

and ah but eventually I got a job at a Valley Shoe 

Factory and I worked in here at nine years and at that way I 

was a temporary test by the way ------

DC: Yes yes. 

ED: And ah then ah my ambition of course was always in the good of 

doing this some day I must have met some summer on life 

something tripped me that I want to go out of the way with me 

and as I have said tried three years to please for two years 

now starting February and every time they turn me down and say 

you have to look at which feeling _____ ______ the 

contact is those difficult seats along the way will help us 

and ah repay you to the atlas history along the way 
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and then gone up there the 

communication that went down and if I do that and then I went 

on the crow list and I worked on towards the for eighteen 

months my hardest job then yes done. 

DC: Where did you operate out of ah yes. 

ED: Johannesburg. Yes. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: The ah we use to no I don't even know anything about George 

maybe it is the fifth day who cannot have this big lights on 

oh vicious come and get me deafness 

----- that appreciate born and that you will have to go in 

there and sort out the fish is and the fish would slap you in 

there and you are _______________________ and 

you take the fish especially can take it and grab it by the 

head and as this and it does this and the bones stick out this 

way here and eat your hand. 

DC: Oh really. 

ED: And all kinds of things eat your hands off and so then of 

course because you are a new comer and every other hands are 

hardly everybody come check hands in your heart last night 

your full of hate pain that but it was it was a tough job our 

job but I let some lovely people you know because we people 

always associated with this low type of work with low type of 

people but somebody was of them were a good character then I 

got a lovely was often and somebody was good and honest and 
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clean because every where you go you will find people are not 

always good and honest and clean 

time and then I went back to 

so I worked there for some 

the ah to the naturally 

complimented office and that is basically it now just for ah 

I heard a little bit of a indication nation I had a bad took 

complicated fun and I thought I am not going to fail I am 

merely going to be called a vet I don't have to 

explained -----

DC: No really Eddy? Ha. 

ED: And I wanted my bottom as well and Dennis says no really not 

at all 

DC: That is a decision you have regretted a little bit I guess. 

ED: Perhaps yes yes especially now my body is a little bit loser 

done and ah I didn't expect it nevertheless and I wait for 

longer for the longer settlements _____ of the day and I 

don't expect it maybe you should and I would like to know 

where it is and I went to the South Pole ah and it is -----

a little experience you know the whale of just 

picture it the Blue Whale is the most beautiful enormous whale 

and it is such a harmless animal that you 

know when they shoot this harmless animal it is quite in pain 

and _____ ________ because ah well I am sure you 

know about the whale but never you know it is just got to the 

lanes which is not built whether the ah the what is the other 

word ah the Moby Dick type of whale . 
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devil nevertheless but ah yes the Blue Ally of 

the Thunder Whale and ah one they use to shot all the time. 

? : ·The Fan Scram Whale that you failed. 

ED: Swim Whale the Scram Whale. 

DC: Scram Whale yes. 

ED: Scram Whale the actual end of O'Keefe ____ you know it is 

the one that you really Blue Whale which is the biggest and 

the Fin Whale is the second biggest they -------
what happens they is they open their huge doors 

and swallow two ten tonnes of water and then you squirt the 

water out through the good enough stroke -----
DC: Yes. 

ED: And they leave behind all their plankton and the shrimps and 

so on which is yes well they only have a very small throat and 

in addition that was worth it that ah you take the whale's 

eardrum you find it soft and in the place exactly the opposite 

of 

DC: Really. 

ED: You would take both eardrums two together is the meeting place 

the eyes and the nose and the 

DC: Really yes, 
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ED: And ah lovely beautiful animals and of course when they were 

approved you know with the for eating a mash of blood and so 

on but nevertheless it was an ultimate experience. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Then I came home and ah I couldn't get a job again because the 

company wasn't killing on people doing seasonal work because 

some people Canadians were shooting even though the good 

fishing up in Aralia or they say that 

either three months three months three months on duty and the 

company didn't want that they wanted you to be a regular on 

the crows which is an all day around job and therefore I do 

not want my job back and ah wait until Johannesburg on the 

average of the media or because alot of distance between but 

it is good bye and I want to just swamp you with a little 

thing __________ I treated there with the same old 

energy and ah and ah my sister Laura she gave me two dozen 

swans I think and I was flat broke already so far ------

---- because I did not owe her alot of money but it is the 

money that is filtered from the up here and that is why we 

-------

and the trainer for the 

and I did not leave the full 

this inside this shilling and the next one and the next one is 

all you so I have quite alot of money from there so but I lay 

down before the money was quite green from the 
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ED: But nevertheless but then we go back on the a little point and 

all to do to give you some part of my background I am what 

could be passed by antagonized as a modular question -----

marginal being that ah so for coloured persons and 

ah complaints that people wearing now of course I was in this 

see and experience more the hard plate that unscrewed 

the fact that he had not been destroyed actually destroyed by 

the videos -who trying to improve themselves in need of African 

South Asian need so at a special brother expense of your 

brothers blood brothers and sisters and the family now my 

family at __________ treatment ignores it that at the 

cleaning and so and other families the same thing applying he 

what happened at wanted and my father's announcement -----
England can _____________ cold war the way he died 

from a 

now maybe of I said then should come 

from abroad here and remarry South Africans typically and so 

that shows our our make up and therefore they were fair they 

show and blood brothers and sisters and they all live very 

very happy together as children and as we grow up when the 

time went only to the same schools but in spite of the 

employment now it was a perfect definition for getting in and 
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of course he was a state order and now right and about to see 

new class room security possibility or we go to this place and 

another incident we were standing after the City Hotel which 

is on the western side of the story who live on the right of 

the world is the modern and it be a big large they go to some 

party or some balls to we expect the bus and then two check 

with us which in front of review my friend you know but they 

were that is with the good guy I knew them really and I had 

the one thing I would go come shopping and 

because when we cross the boat to the 

ball and I had to have give to the same thing but they sure 

didn't as they could go to the ball and we could not see it 

because it had a only part 

DC: Yes. 

ED: So people scolded and they scolded because it was the state of 

confusion and ah and this lead to alot of hard made alot of 

putting to the ends where the one brother or sister would 

scorn the other brothers you know be ashamed of him and yes be 

our friend but that doesn't seem we have Black and but that 

was not the same and people were trying to lift themselves to 

know in those days in Cape Town there was only the Whites 

behind the straw positions and of course mainly today several 

kinds of all mainly because of the jobs I think today and that 

put them on an island ah stood central 

plane state this plain you know about everybody else when an 
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appropriate broke with me and still is that was up in the air 

ha and look through you all kind of animals and then of course 

the balance of the depart and the many employees of tall 

boccie it was a great great tragedy and I and I t his i s what 

I saw and as I said you know that we had fr i ends going out 

together for one joining the White army and one joining the 

Black army and Canadians only and ah and when t hey we came 

back they everybody Canadians hit this town y ou see i t was 

useful probably and from your point of view and from another 

point of view at such and always kind of a shape my t alent we 

learn to oh how wrong it is how evi 1 this distri buti on 

DC: We so a parti have really effected people on a pers ona l a nd 

person by person and family by family basis I mean real ly. 

ED: Yes but of course I must also point out even though tha t was 

a kind of personal thing and I am still no doubt comfort a nd 

pure comfort of a please make my big mistake so that I can get 

and you cannot blame them you can't let it out in a alot of 

wine to catch up 

DC: 

ED: _____________________ fast you know he i s 

another kind of person then with in their past and then the 

social type kind of person saying that here gee what a is yet 

difference and yet an idea you see and I and if I don' t know 

how I got reformed but I was just dealing the forms of Black 
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White Green Blue forms Sir for people and ah but of course our 

humiliation at the Sabbath day breaking the sabbath if even 

the pain that is out is nothing to look forward to what the 

Africans have . 

DC: Oh yes. 

ED: I mean the Africans started terribly you know ah the watch to 

do husbands and children and a story told me by one of my 

fellow prisoners from the island which is ah Eolith Eliath 

Mosalani Mosaretti he said that you know that the people would 

be in the in the bush had never been in the bush people in the 

bush as I said no out ultimately and then the what really 

matters managed to become to put their use of heads back 

they don't fatal cry 

and then they say go away and take them and go away the new 

police the new police they would chase me away 

chase the man away as Chairman of Windowmare Branch I was to 

go there in the day you know organizing it and but even in the 

night even like but occasionally had to go there very late in 

the night for whatever reason and to go to this house which 

was see --------
all the people who and the secret politicals 

all illegals illegal people presented at the pastor 

and it was the est esk of the limb which is the shocking 

nevertheless but all of this of course 

will kind of shape my my appetite. 
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DC: Yes sure. Yes you also mentioned that there was a meeting on 

the ground grand parade when you heard well when you finally 

decided to join a political party. 

ED: Yes. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Now it may sound ah silly but I never really knew hbw to go 

about joining the liberal party because I never knew anybody 

in all politics all of my social friends yes 

DC: 

ED: And I was drawn to this party because you 

know they were expressing disapproval of the system in country 

and I just politics 

follow grew around and I use to follow every other newly 

moment movement in my way you know I am not very happy with it 

and I don't have the message for the past and something we all 

can expect I use to go to their meetings and to the Coloured 

Peoples' Contest George Pix and Bonnie DuSide who is never the 

Ph.D. or good and ah and not at all regulate the women's group 

in court and ah I have to go along and from a distance I use 

to do the people almost under the crowd and then one day there 

was this meeting on the grand parade without anything about it 

in the papers there is going to be a meeting or so I heard 

about it but I was down gambling ready to play because again 

gambling it is only was a partly the way of how I live. 

DC: Yes 
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ED: I live in the city ____ _ I am never home. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And I am really in and it was still legal to admit it that I 

played and I remember the surface of the campaign was wit Rick 

and I thought was early on __________ _ and I let me 

go and there was pretty good chairman and ah and ah the 

brother and I am 

not sure whether democratic or so did but I remember each 

student and at the end of the day the people were saying come 

and join the fight again _____ come along and ha and I just 

come and give your names in here and come 

I was there and I gave my name in. 

DC: Ha. 

ED: And he goes well I just don't pardon with you know like from 

the from the standing on the platform with dozens of speakers 

a good that was yesterday's public release nevertheless. Are 

you racial and I said they are and I gave my name in and I 

waited patiently though and I think about two weeks later and 

she had been mentioned over we made the lead. 

DC: Yes . What year was that Eddy? 

ED: That must have been about 1960 . 

DC: 1960 yes. 

ED: 1959-60 like I have seen some around the early part of 1960. 

DC: Yes in the next big event you were you were saying ah you then 

got involved in the Liberal Party and I think you were on the 
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National and you were on the National Executive fairly quickly 

I think. 

ED: That was on the National the National committee and 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Yes very quickly but ah I don't think you ought to hear it and 

yes as I said 

DC: Ha so you say. 

ED: Yes yes and as I said I should my throat should 

have cleared this you know I feel honoured you know but I 

don't think the ladies do it because I feel the only reason 

why now I am married because I am accurately filling the gaps 

which had been there left because of the banning of the King 

Saddle of the 

people being banned and the ladies seem to be occurring and 

that and the so the they would be the same I filled it but 

nevertheless yes I was on the NUSAS Committee you know they 

gave many of the meetings the for some reason I could not just 

have never take down because of my work as a photographer and 

ah so I was in many ways so as a matter of fact I didn't know 

many liberals of the liberal party very well because of my 

social separate health exercise I was an embarrassment to him 

the whole parties and functions of I would argue politics I 

would argue politics and people didn1 t like it and you 

couldn't blame people that come here for fun really nothing to 
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beat and --- ----

DC: Ha. 

?: Slang ha. 

ED: When they are upset are upset and then slowly but surely to be 

drop me from the from the liberal house ups and downs then ah. 

DC: Really. It wasn' t because you were a member of the liberal 

p~rty but because you where were in not too political. 

ED : No this is prior no this was even prior to being a member of 

the liberal party no I was being pushed out I was an 

embarrassment to people you see and ah and then joining the 

liberal party I didn't know it was sold and Watson is quite as 

soon as they quite pessimistic negative I tell him how I go to 

the liberal party and ah I didn't know a soul so I was lonely 

in the l iberal party and I was lonely as anti the liberal 

party see 

DC: Yes. 

ED: But at least with in the liberal party I was expressing 

something was inside me and ah and then I had a cake plainly 

oh Randolf defended me even Leftwich 

defended me and everybody else all not only befriended me but 

Pat perhaps you know I don't mix easily I am quite appeases 

and always sound alike even at school I went to school for 

years but when there is a gathering ____ I found it very 

difficult just to go and intrude I feel I am intruding some 

may other families settle down and comfort the company and so 
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on and you know I become quite envious. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: But nevertheless so ah so I was also participating quite a 

stranger in the liberal party so this I do not know ah Harvey 

individual and ah but I hardly worked at the outside although 

I must say I had even though they raised I heard your name 

mentioned those days early days you know ____ _ 

DC: In a sense NUSAS 

ED: Oh it is NUSAS. 

DC: And Witts SRC that was it yes 

ED: Oh yes because you know in a dozen conversations I remember 

your name and thing 

DC: I was also a member of the liberal party incidentally. 

ED: Oh yes. 

DC: Yes. Yes. Oh Eddy the next size of the event we are jumping 

a little bit was I think and I hope I am not sort of putting 

words into your mouth though I think Sharp Pool kind of shook 

up everybody and seemed to suggest that the political system 

was you know was making a fundamental shift that you had to 

respond to in some way I wonder I don't know if that was true 

for you ah. 

ED: Yes. Yes the ah. 

DC: John if I may interrupt again what I was leading up to was is 

this after shock Sharp Pool that you were asked if you wanted 
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to join the ARM I think the please correct me if I am wrong . 

ED: Yes yes now I am not going to assure the events and ah I think 

of it yesterday as I wait the oh it was a main thing of 

everybody at that time and Sharp Pool t ook p l ace and ah t hat 

you could see the clean question of and anything we did j u s t 

not making confirmation inflation of the government - ----

ah say yes as he as he wished to shock people and 

take them away and beat people and it was only a dozen and ah 

they always saw the government in Victoria and ah in t h e PT 

world that is generous that you know and ah now I can remember 

of on the and ah they all you all and as always onl y one - sided 

and you know it is the police who glorify in 

no come back a nd ah s o I 

wasn't quite aware averse as a gentleman where t o show t hem if 

they wanted to I don't -------

things that strongly given by that I could never crystallize 

in my mind oh and ah this is the reason 

and when I was approached and the first t ime I know and I 

threw my pictures collect - -----
and I remember Joe was speaking and ah and the one was 

different from the other three each of the full t hree no I 

don ' t think those actually the remember of t he ARM though they 

had no in vo l vernent when pick and by but I guess Randol f 

approached me and ah they asked me for a job 
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DC: ______ and it wasn't a difficult decision for you. 

ED: No no no it to me it was another way of opposing here I tried 

to oppose the government in all possible white lines I would 

like to deal with how at that ah not only let you do 

houses discussing matters in that 

were dangerous that were 

going to be really dangerous. 

DC: You mentioned that. It was very important to you. 

? : Yes. 

ED: Now I am in now -----
DC: Was that about the same time? 

ED: I was a member of the ARM already so in spite of being a 

member of the illegal and tax for 

pretend it is a violent organization I was political 

and as before since the breakthrough and ah after the 

evangelists have had left South Africa and I saw there from 

the front of the church door as you went through there the ah 

the little __________________________ ah 

where do we go from here that is with the team and calling on 

delegates of ah all the legislatures of 

to attend this big 

meeting and I wasn't available and I said 

out of this meeting because I hate 

customer's meetings and ah and when I sat in the church you 

know the church and I sat by the foot where I could and who 
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was in the pulpit was Reverend and John ------

?: 

DC: 

ED: _______ John LaBear was in the pulpit. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And I sat there and then far quick enough for the for the 

speeches whatever they take that methods to be 

sing and then sit down and then 

Reverend Bear gave the sermon the he said behaviour was all 

men and I think it was all ministers by the way and he says we 

need here to be good brothers, good fathers, good sons of 

victory and I can would not say that 

SIDE B OF TAPE 

DC: This is side B continuing the interview with ah Eddy Daniels 

and go ahead Eddy. 

ED: And I sat listening to the ministers praying from the 

litigation on a say now how keep it in and I the only thing I 

did was not amusing at all it was a jet huge gathering of alot 

of _____ and largely ministers and a low so they itemized 

before the church's dismiss somebody put this in my hand. 

DC: Excuse me . 

ED: There were two ministers at ah at often I assume they were 

ministers and it wouldn't be 

______________________ and ah I picked up my 

hand and the two ministers I think they were ministers off 
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they ran walked away and ah they finally announced I am a sick 

boy _____________________ and I am trying not 

to be 

DC: Yes ha. 

ED: So they say yes sorry so I got up and I see you know and I 

really work and it has 

been one year and I says you know outs ide is different 

and we had this this just 

study when they the minister now and how you think they 

available again to the most time we go from here to be good 

fathers, good sons and good husbands 

where do we go from here which way 

does the jets go from here it is easy college picking the out 

of believe in shares 

and beat up and you might be in the windows and 

every aspect of respect back 

must be a confession . 

DC: Ha. 

ED: And ah and I said in this most of the year I said this I 

didn't even pray you say that this can be very unfaithful I 

said no this there is no sense between the we are losing out 

people are leaving the Christian Church not because we haven't 

got faith yes it isn't we have not got faith in the leaders of 

the Christian Church. I says God put together this no man put 

us under what every bit every family toast in the leader there 
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DC: Yes. 

ED: I saw this fellow smash and I said what happened 

there and ah I got a big round of applause. 

DC: Ha. 

ED: Nevertheless then ah when everybody has a -----
one chap grabbed me and said you should be on the 

night and day in the 

DC: Oh no one of the ministers? 

ED: That but one in of the congregation yes. 

DC: Yes . 

ED: And but he was tied to in case of things at night 

DC: Yes. 

ED: He said are you one of those Christians you know who because 

of you call yourselves Christians but you confine in the 

it either . 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And then just a just a further little point towards that make 

sure there was a search of all the delegates because all of 

the church and keep it dark we are not going to or and I went 

and I got a sign of feeling and tick and I am sure the little 

groups stand it I worked to every group that is the following 

side and then the group is just is definitely off -------
------ no you know it is quite strange like when you walk 
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and suddenly the group which was there is no longer there and 

then I I sort of waved to I didn't know what now I walked to 

another group and they just disobeyed me . 

DC: As well. 

ED: So I put my tea there and I put my paper there and my 

DC: Yes. But it is painful actually yes . 

?: Wasn't it Walker who wanted the game to Australia which was it 

Walker 

ED: Walker David Walker he was good. 

DC: He was there. 

ED: No it was that was the follow up. 

?: No in Australia no 

DC: No that was the that was the man who had been there before 

the. 

ED: This is the follow up you know. 

DC: The evangelist whom you wanted to whom you know but couldn't. 

Yes. 

ED: Oh yes he was yes he was so good. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And ah but ah that is what I think today you know that those 

days are disappointed until we save alot of days and then we 

they have we the members of the church and all we could only 

own one for can respect you know and live up to. 

DC: Yes. 
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ED: And ah so that was another little agent but you see our strike 

and then you know my main aim one of my aims for what it was 

worth I was hoping if we could harness what Christians in the 

country just to sit in the streets and like Ghandi you do i t 

you know . 

DC : Yes. 

ED: Sit in the streets and we waved the buses from running we you 

know like and just show the government how that we test the 

system to. 

DC: Yes. 

ED : _______ the hardest part there it goes you see ______ _ 

DC: Eddy let me throw a question at you that ah that just occurred 

and I am certainly not meaning it in any kind of c ritical 

sense but how did you reconsign your Christianity with the ARM 

there wasn't a conflict there? 

ED: No I ah I could not see anything I never even t hought of it 

but you see you I always I said no way for the whole people 

who are in the government they call themselves Christ ians they 

are not Christians. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Though partly in my mind I am sure that they are right here 

I was actually because -------

I would argue that the Jesus who died a political death but 

this is my argument I don't say that it is correct I don't 

give back any busi ness from my point of view and that Jesus 
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died a political death he challenged the authorities and he 

died because he challenged the authorities and ah I saw and 

broke off with at all in opposing because you know I was part 

of the ah Second World War I mean ______ I joined I tried 

to join up I tried to join the Merchant Navy and I was told I 

was to come back in a couple of years time because 

I was never did I opposite _____ the officer 

says come back in a couple years time sony. 

DC: _____ _____ 'les. 

ED: And ah nevertheless ah it was time to change you and he was oh 

to thinking and the victim who was written down to her knees 

you know and as a little school boy who was not in school. We 

use to go down to town this school boys and we have got to get 

all the rule war books and it will be all kinds of war books 

you know the Spitfires and the ships and as 

and post-war to cover 

the way you been I could of send all books home war books I 

will give you all books and of course I did a smack it to you 

you know and ah. 

DC: Ha. 

ED: so there we saw this a this war going on and attrocities that 

were going around to demonstrate and ah Winson Churchill you 

know ah nothing more than all of 

nothing ever gets him in the whole 

world and ah yes they would buy them diamonds being fought 
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against evil diamonds being used against evil yes so when I 

know the to question the reasons for tha~ when that was not 

justified by it and to me this was a justified violence do not 

in respond in the case not responsible at the price police at 

the police you mean it was justified I was not ashamed of what 

I did need but when the first time _____ against against 

all the people I would feel bad against the boys and girls 

DC: Yes. Sure. And in any case when Randolf asked you if you or 

wanted to join you probably discussed whether this would 

involve hurting people or don't you remember that at all? 

ED: Not really you see there was an action against the government 

and we didn't go into details at that time or that time ah we 

found it we were protected by the government when we revealed 

all got together to discuss work our main aim was to avoid 

technology 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Now when you avoid taking life you give yourself a you present 

a very difficult position because we are to take so many more 

precautions they would otherwise have taken something more in 

a safe relation I use to recognize every the ah railways you 

know we want to honour our ___________ angels to in 

the sense sort of our redeemed when we grew up our the same 

old tables but ah I would have to go three, four, five times 

to make sure that at this hour you know the people don't move 
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around here as if for crazy I just s l eep on the gol f cou rse 

thr oughout the night shaping the way that people use as little 

parking in the part of the bomb and 

DC : Yes. 

ED: And ah . 

DC: Yes and watching what was the time when people would not y e s . 

ED: This is the point you see and I remember going to the station 

ah good things in one was a low sufficient I left the station 

I went right down among the labour line right into t h e blue 

ice checking the synagogues ______________ that went 

into perfect and as I came back there was a total give me a nd 

there was little big things I get the whole out int o the 

railways you know where the tax are and I came and I sor t of 

went out and I just thought I was thinking of as and yes look 

at me they are different people 

DC : Yes . 

ED: As on one occasion other occasion other occasions and I t hink 

it was a struggle that I can tell that my friend Baroche knew 

and we there were three structures ah patted with t hrow away 

cables and no one the one structure was I got t his some wh ere 

O. K. now it was very easy to plant your explosives there but 

if some one comes up some where bringing down the subway it 

would be the last down and ah and we had to keep t his -----
won't they find become suspicious of us. 
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DC: Oh because the two of you were. 

ED: Yes and we were not catching any planes you know just walking 

around and simply not below disappeared and only disappeared 

because I thought it was with Witts but you see here exposable 

time when you are to go there and you say you have got your 

target and marked makings with taken from the breach over 

there and you have got a problem like that and you say O.K. 

and this problem is brought to me bullet in the sleeve 

so support 

DC: And they go. 

ED: And leave and. 

DC: Y:es. 

ED: And but the result would be that you would be taken life 

because all in addition because it has been it can be 

dangerous your husband got 

DC: That is for sure. Was that Nevil Ruben? 

ED: No Nevil Hillman. 

DC: Oh Hillman yes . 

ED: Yes. He was in my cell. 

DC: Yes. But where is he now? Have you do you know at all? 

ED: Yes he is around and he is as he said everyone says he 

regards himself really. 

DC: Oh now does he? 

ED: Yes. 

DC: Yes. 
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DC: He is in Cape Town. 

ED: He lives in Cape Town you see. 

DC: Oh yes interesting alright. 
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ED: Yes yes good friend of not that we met contact is a long time 

but ah I was a very close friend of his family but I need the 

old family and he is damn greedy _____ yes and but 

occasionally will make contact in now and again copy once 

again to some summer 

DC: Now Hugh never was picked up was he oh? 

ED: He was picked up yes. Yes. 

DC: was he? 

ED: Yes. 

DC: But he was not sentenced? 

ED: No I told him to give states evidence against me. 

DC: Oh really. 

ED: But I persuaded him to give this evidence the ah this I can 

tell you how he was arrested ah I can give the tape and of 

course I was always being taken to interrogation now in I am 

giving him a Black side where I was held in the social climate 

and taken to the White side where the ah the Special Branch 

Officers were they can convenient to interrogate me there you 

see and on one of the occasions I came out and as a matter of 

fact Baroche's _____ wife was in the charge office I think 

interrogation but I know she will be turned 
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as it came out and a 

bit of occasion but not another occasion this time another 

organization _____________________ well maybe 

it was and it was not and as I came around you are speaking to 

the White side because again it is convenient to them my 

mother was the Black side Norman King was sorry and the way 

they showed me going if you look at high in spirits ____ _ 

a few days a drive way going in and then if this 

signs a trust office and that side is the South and I was on 

the South _________________ so I had to cut 

through the drive way but both ____ _ officers the White and 

Black would come out in the drive way so as I came out Norman 

came on to the Black side into the common drive way. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Yes now I knew that we the security police were looking for 

Nevil now. I do not wish in any way to to delegate a 

yes. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: He has suffered and suffered alot but ah according to the 

going the evident of the 

when ever they interrogate me now and the only person they 

knew I was never every time they interrogate me they say 

business ------ who is Nevil and I would say ------

DC: He had a code name did he? 
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ED: Now I second the story which I would surprise myself as I kept 

to it you know there is a full story and I kept to it and ah 

and from the time second starts is and ah let me but we have 

and then next Adrian according to security notes 

DC: Yes. 

ED: They say that Adrian says that ah Nevil Ruben had been a real 

family after all the mistaken Adrian said you were together at 

the top of the motel we then publication and 

------- we actually had the meetings 

there. 

DC: Oh at the hotel. 

ED: Yes. Adrian says that ah that his name we couldn't remember 

his name then starting with a M ______ Jacquelina and all 

of those and the support will political change will not ask me 

for this one above one that came and that and at the time 

and then they said that we 

are going to cross the White wall real Christian family now 

Stacey and up and they just before hours technical 

interrogation they clean as written after Masau 

clean and I asked this chap ah if we could see 

the man looking out for me _____________ O.K. this 

so he went down to the warden's office and stole a pin a 

broken nails and he gave you some toilet paper on which I 
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wrote two notes one to my brother-in-law saying that if the 

security police come ah and ask me about the person who went 

who could give a desk for me and must say you know nothing 

about know nothing about him and that person thought it was 

Nevil Ruben and the other one was to 

end the bias and living of how to high Ann Tobia with one of 

the yes I don't know if it is there to cover tell it. 

DC: Who was Ann Tobia? It is a very familiar name. 

ED: She was a wonderful person . 

DC: She wasn't ARM? 

ED: No. 

DC: No. 

ED: She was Liberal Party. 

DC: Liberal Party that is right. Yes O.K. 

ED: Courageous young lady _______ you hear that ___ _ 

DC: Yes . 

ED: She worked herself down from having a multiple on the flat 

having nothing ______ on the behalf the Liberal Party. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: She was worked with the mentally handicapped that is proof no 

turn no ah tell me that telling me that if T could receive a 

offer and axel complain I could make more out of this place 

and I could. 
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All: Ha. 

ED: I could. 
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?: Oh my __________________ oh how would you know 

ED: Yes. 

DC,: Do you think you could have? 

ED: Yes. 

DC:- Ha . 

ED: Well yes well if I was given the chance. 

DC: You would have tried any way yes. 

ED: Yes always. You know I tried the you read that real book and 

you see that I will tell you the book whatever the 

only the second point book and then we 

had six whole axel blades and then we either could not use our 

later and the ball and we had to exit the ------
DC: Yes. Break them in half yes because you have to have small 

ones you know yes. 

ED: Yes nevertheless then I didn't make it my God it seemed that 

under these two notes that had arrived at the various 

estimations the challenge of support turned away must have 

thought too dangerous you know. 

DC: Yes, 

ED: But ah to ask my brother Norman came out and I moved away from 

the all we created 
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from to my brother Norman and ah 

with the intension of telling him that don't say anything 

about ______ Nevil ______________ but as I got 

to him the security police were take him and I 

couldn't mention them so I said how is Morn and he says Mom is 

alright and he says I am alright ______ and then the well 

the second officer __________________ took me up 

to my cell and says who was that? I said well that is my 

brother. so he pretty well goes back and yells I don't know 

how you speak to hang on I will want to speak to you and then 

I go to my cell. And then what happened after that and you 

know this is your set of windows and still that 

------ only bringing back my brother 

and he says listen I have got a big message struggle from Eddy 

for Nevil ready for Nevil and I forget Nevil's sir name. 

DC: Oh no. 

ED: And then Norman says oh Henry. 

DC: Oh. 

ED: And he says that is it 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And then of course they looked it up in the telephone 

directory and they got Nevil. 

DC: And they picked him up. 

ED: And the next day of course they only came to apologize and 

might _______ _____________ and I said no you 
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But it did not work out you know 

because it wasn't whatever is that the way it he was arrested 

then ah a sergeant the guy is -------
what is the guy's name person sergeant he was a real chapel of 

love ah 

DC: Not Fundamarrala 

? : 

ED: He says even asked. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Even asked me did you leave sleep fine ----- you know the 

next morning he came along and ah even asked me after we had 

spoken you know and we said no at least this is certainly what 

I need because I still think we open the door and say what are 

you going to say now ______________ and I say that 

is just a decorations _______ _______ and why 

shouldn't you go with us I did not show him 

he says would you ever think take a blood 

officer and he says I really admire you then. 

DC: Was it Osstan 

ED: I got in there. 

DC: Yes. 

no. Oh it doesn't matter. 

ED: And then ah the auto the author would like to be Nevil and I 

said really ------ then of course ------
they took me when they said that Nevil made the statement that 

he use him and a very little statement that they know the 
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and then I also told 

him that they stood in his basement which was his as I said 

the buy which goes back to Jane and he of course was 

inevitably a whole circle now we know what circle but to a l l 

the day the letter for them for my detention they came and 

they asked all the people in detention what is t hat at all 

perhaps with that big help because they tol d me they wanted to 

be at least and now girls which was Mini, Stephanie - -----
DC: Stephanie. Mini who who is Mini? 

ED: Lynn McKongie oh McKongie. 

DC: Lynn McKongie 

ED: _ _ ____ ______ Durban her Daddy was I t hink in t he 

Specific Council due to implications of things 

DC: Yes she was in Cape Town was not she yes. 

ED: These towns 

ah Mini and 

DC: Lynn and Stephanie. 

Yes. 

for 

ED: Yes and Stephanie's and these girls are brave you know but you 

know ah there was one one incident which was handled by Lynn 

Fundarrit in a complicated grew up the same 

DC: Oh the two of them did. 

ED: So brave really. 

DC: Yes. 
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ED: Really and there are other stories to govern help to do that 

nevertheless so ah the y say we want to first of all we managed 

to top of the cover and the Jews Movement 

sailing down the river 

and through all those guys ha. 

DC: They say that Leftwich was a Jew did they they emphasized 

that. 

ED : Yes. But they didn't say Leftwich was a Jew but they tell me 

the Jews are sailing down the river and this is a the map but 

they claim reservations from time and time again 

nevertheless then ah and this was with the story 

they came to me with Theo . 

DC: About Nevil yes . 

ED: Oh about that ah is or this release the right Jews and the 

Black jacket only want the Whi te jacket on the top. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And of course the main cell they wanted 

that time to reach Adrian was the the chap and ah 

now of course this i s about this is the fourth finally 

approached league to be in this side 

DC: Do you think they actually wanted Leftwich in the dark? 

ED: Yes you see they had chosen. 

DC: Hadn't they made a deal with him then anyway already? 

ED: Yes they had made a deal but these people are not above going 
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uhder the under their deals right. 

DC : Yes. 

ED: You see they wanted Leftwich in the dark and me in the witness 

box. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Leftwich was the bigger fish as far as they were concerned. 

Leftwich was an international figure ah a president of NUSAS. 

oc: sure. 

ED: All of those well hi I was not mean a not must person no one 

knew about the all of the days with yes yes Vegas yes yes 

DC: Alright alright I will get that. 

accident in vain ------

?: Corne on now. 

ED: Ha. 

You are doing it was an 

DC: Eddy sorry so you think they wanted Leftwich. 

ED: Definitely. 

?: Oh it is beautiful 

DC: Oh. 

ED: Leftwich was the big fish. 

DC: Yes that makes alot of sense. 

ED: Are you thinking of Leftwich in the dark you see these are the 

lovers they say what are you doing terrorists savages and so 

on you know. 
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DC: Sure. 

ED: And ah and NUSAS they were gunning control. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Who am was I? I wasn't even published person and didn't get 

really anybody really and ah so they were prepared to switch 

if necessary and ah but 

DC: I don't think he realizes that. Maybe he does. 

ED: Now you see now you see initially again you know I didn't I 

can speak to Leftwich and ah I didn't see any more political 

complications and I make Fundarrit about I don't know how many 

weeks I was inside and I met Lynn as a matter of fact they 

were taking me out to see one of the sights we had attacked 

now arguing mine at all and take away and wait out was a 

possibility of faith satanism in the cards and then. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And then and then ah one officer fully created was driving 

odds in the back seat of the full enough of the full brakes 

was a and we move and it matters and we said look at some of 

the writing in your mind and look back it up we recognize it 

right in our way 

and he said no way because then I said no so in 

reverse it and it wasn't and Fundarrit and ah. 

DC: Oh. 

ED: And ah when I told her as a person of senile -----
time she was quite surprised up to ------
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see our little island I would not see anybody else you know 

the Black side of maybe 

DC: Yes. 

ED: But nevertheless the ah Leftwich packed you know you he may 

have realized the clarity of the sedation more than I packed 

had realized that the nobody knows the for instance they tell 

me how many times I could be seemed sentenced to death or what 

I have done you know. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: But ah he had to behave more than I did and in fact he sort of 

recognized ______________ to cannot break you know 

and ah so perhaps he wanted to perhaps the copy to into the 

DC: Sure yes no I think he you know as he as he says he at one 

point decided he was given anything and everything to prevent 

being sentenced to death or to being sentenced to long terms 

in prison and he as you know as he admits quite openly that he 

just collapsed morally, physically and in every other way and 

Eddy let us just go back to a couple of steps ah after Randolf 

recruited you you became part of a cell I assume who was in 

that cell who were the members of that? 

ED: Yes well you know we were there was this and. 

DC: Was there a cell leader or were you the cell leader? 

ED: We were a very small group you remember you were and ARM was 

a small group. 
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DC: Yes. 

ED: Insignifican-c. too. When the government of the ARM opportunity 

not like unlike the ANC put alot of depth into it so it was 

Lynn ah Lynn Fundarrit, Eddy and Leftwich, Spike DeKeller and 

myself we were by and large the liberal group. 

DC: Oh yes. 

ED: Ah Mary McKongie or Tammy and Katie and drive ________ _ 

oh then it was Watson. Watson was there. 

DC: Was he part of your cell or was he part of another cell or was 

the cell were the cells really a? 

ED: Well you know you see perhaps we worked across and value and 

see what I can see what tonight cannot see that the tower of 

death but ah this when there is a pay day it should come and 

let left and on the cupboards targets 

DC: I wasn't only a target. 

ED: And Watson and I we were the first to go neck and neck and ah 

but some people thought it was Leftwich and I were actually 

attacked ____________ and ah we carried the 

explosives up to the top of the mountain plus we had special 

set charges which was made up in Johannesburg because 

Johannesburg same with us and we had special set targets for 

the job but ah I called the security police some thing wrong 

with them with the timing mechanism . 

DC: Up there? 

ED: Yes and the blocks didn't go off. Now the next day. 
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DC: It would have been spectacular. 

ED: Yes. I was so brutally virtually disappointed I ah from the 

my photograph studio national ____ ________ I could 

see the tower. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And ah it was a mysterious dangerous serious job because you 

had to climb to the C tower flight and whi l e we were up there 

you know we were plotting the a the I was planting the the 

same charges on the cables we were told by something beginning 

collect that if we have to cable on the one side the weight of 

the cables on the other sides would pull the t ower down and ah 

so I had climbed up to those cables and I had the free charges 

and I was placing them to be of taking the second charge of 

the first day stop one and then the second one and as a base 

upon the police ran van came along with the float 

DC: Ha and you were up top there. 

ED: Yes. And I immediately abandonned it and did on t his cabl e 

with real force but ah the police man wasn't so nice not to 

disappoint taken there at places they just went to where the 

where the radio or the people in charge aren ' t let certain so 

cells in a certain area. 

DC: Transmitter yes . 

ED: They were there and then after half an hour they left and 

probably came back just to complete continue the job. 
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DC: Yes. 

ED: And then I planted the charges and dropped the electrical or 

with a little bit of negatives nitrogen from the thin plate a 

little bit late in the charge and dropping 

the looking down at Adrian whose job was to fix it to 

the timing and what I say 

DC: Good timing. 

ED: And ah according to the security police time device ticked a 

bit later eight minutes off 

DC: Yes. 

ED: I volunteered the next day when I looked at the from after 

that service I saw this marshall standing up sick as hel l sick 

at first I could not see it and I felt the job was a success 

and then I saw it through the clear ice. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And it is sick - - --- i volunteered to go up to retrieve 

the line 

DC: The 

ED: Terms and not the company ah _____ _ 

DC: They said no way. 

?: Didn't they blame like the ANC? 

ED: And yes and then in prison and we really be shopping shocking 

stories of yes present exploits and I will tell you about that 

job and they said they say you did the job they charge us with 

that job the ANC with jokes. Ha. 
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All: Ha. 

DC: Oh really. Ha. Interesting. Eddy what was it like when you 

are on a job like that was it very tense were you very scared 

were you very nervous or you know were you? 

ED: Not really. 

DC: No not really yes. 

ED: Now the two jobs I was on were practically you know both of 

them such as facial background was in success. 

DC : Yes. 

ED: And the other one was one of the very early ones we went on 

when ah we do not know how to attack a pylon we were amateurs . 

DC: Ha. 

ED: And ah we were amateurs fighting the instruments 

you know. 

DC: Yes. One. 

ED: And we had to be not that but we had a 

long we had a long run from about sixteen we were we were one 

month ahead of all the problems see we are not arrive riding 

in the field 

DC: Yes yes. 

ED: And ah. 

DC: Ah pretty impressive actually. 

ED: And we are not yet going to receive that the shoe yes 

it is taking the back seat ha and but 

nevertheless so and the other one who went reported the 
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charges along the top of the pylon and above you know usually 

a bit above wide in the centre very few people from climbing 

up so of course we attacked that point. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: So we attacked that point above as -well but 

knowing how to go about it. Well that was not a very good it 

went off I was under the pylon in a box below and the blast 

went off. 

DC: Oh God. 

ED: It was at the the material using all was protected. 

DC: Yes . You were using explosives rather than ex rather than 

that plastic at th?t point yes. 

ED: Yes. Yes we use it yes we never got that because a plastic 

because when our plastic came in exactly it was. 

DC: Yes it came too late . Yes. 

ED: It was in several pieces. 

DC: Yes . Haven't you been given your Watson was your trainer 

though and he was suppose to have had so much experience I 

mean in he was in the army and so on. 

ED: Yes Watson. Dennis Higgs ah he came down and he of course ah 

made the timing devices to see _____ but. 

DC: Oh did he yes . 

ED: But I remember in the garage we were going through to see 

whether the canvas was coming through and ah you know we had 

this guess _____ of torch where the candle comes through 
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the light goes on. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And ah this really it wasn't a it wasn't t he acting i t is t o 

be act with the off and the on as I said and I was in charge 

of the job I said o. K. we go ahead so the next t ime my 

decision because of the ball you know but what had h a ppened 

was I had planted was for the explosives to be done t o r eplant 

and ah and putting all the necessary detonators, etc., it was 

take ______ with me. Look at Luke that i s Mike 

Schneider. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And Spike DeKeller was driving the car. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And so after the job was completed ah even it took friends to 

spend us to loosen these big box bombs just to weaken the 

pylons were they. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And after the job is completed I went I turned the pilot now 

I took the battery I took the clock of the ah and I have got 

the and I thought I would put the clock on the battery and on 

the avenue attach it to the electrical to the charge so when 

the charge goes off all evidence is destroyed. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And I picked up the battery and I picked up the clock and walk 

now towards the legs if I am to climb up. 
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DC: Yes. 

ED: Huge huge blossom blast . 

DC: Ha you must have been scared out of your mind with that yes. 

Did you think you were still alive? 

?: Did you cry did it blast you? 

ED: No except I was alive that is how I can relate to Taylor 

DC: Yes but. 

?: No but did it shoot you back I mean did you. 

ED: No I wasn't gone I was about to climb up when as I suppose you 

know putting the the . 

DC: You must have touched something . 

ED: Something happened some where. 

DC: Yes . 

ED: Huge blast and bright light and I could see Nevil and Mike say 

you know bail out. 

DC: Yes. 

ED : And I started to run and they ran I never remembered as a 

money I am expecting the thing to. 

DC: Thing to come yes. 

?: _____ and the thing to come down yes. 

ED: Come down on me you know able to come down on me. And we ran 

and we ran and we ran and we ran and we came to a fence not 

realizing that this was the road we are running on now we went 

right across the r oad oh there is over another fence into 
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When we realized we are in another 

private area then we came back and then of course because the 

road is black you see and a direct like part of the field. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And ah and then of course Spike came to pick us up and. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And another stupid warning and lucky we weren't stopped by the 

police you see and then we took a drive back the next day we 

are going to go up to go and check and we found what had 

happened was that the two blasts went off the current went 

through the one ah it detonated the one blast missed the other 

detonated that one and missed this one. The one leg was badly 

bent and the one leg was broken. 

DC: Yes. 

?: Yes. 

ED: You know this was is high up not at the bottom. 

DC: Yes . 

ED: And so the pylon was standing at 

?: rt died in the opposite yes 

ED: Yes and that is what saved me that is what saved me from the 

pylon didn't come down. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: But we going on the job you know one of the one we just keyed 

up ah you know one doesn't make past experience fear but only 

when you are pulled things go wrong inside when you realize 
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ED: Yes. But otherwise you know you come along as a t ightened 

planning and you do review this now we would blow t he gun and 

get out and in time is wrong and I will get on the gun peopl e 

yes and you plan it and ------
ah I guess that would be all of perhaps maybe Peter 

DC: Yes . 

ED: And one occasion Adrian and I went in here to wind up t he not 

alot of post-office letters in the box worl d and ah I don't go 

under the proposal I guess to fund such events as we wou l d and 

tell you all lies ah and broken further down and sorry 

suddenly I saw a garden a door he was a lif e behind him and he 

had his dog with him and the dog hurt us and moved far away 

and then he meeting immediately just call you back later you 

know and for all what it is worth and so . 

DC: No. Yes. But so I mean you were carried by excitement as 

much as anything on tha t yes. 

ED: He is and yes of course you know also he believed in what he 

was doing. 

DC : Yes. 

ED: But I can also point out to you do you know the the how lucky 
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we were . 

DC: Yes. 

ED: To survive anything in this at least the second publish of 

five back and ten 

DC: Yes sure. Yes. Eddy did you try and maintain a certain 

number of a of acts of sabotage I mean did where did you 

didn't have something that way I thought you had to develop a 

momentum so that you had to keep going month after month after 

month. 

ED: Yes. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: You see ah Watson was the one who said at least one time a 

month and so on you know and ah we never ended really got 

around to that ah Watson was a true saboteur you know during 

the if you are going to sabotage something you are going to 

s~botage at each space it instead of oh well when a life is 

lost 

DC: Oh he didn't care much about that yes. 

ED: Yes he didn't have the same concern as we had. 

DC: Really. 

ED: And ah he occupied the last railway track and the thing just 

about came along which is too bad you know and ah others or 

many of us we kind of ah we wouldn't we didn't have the same 

hardness as he had O.K. and ah that left with a parting of 

ways of his. 
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DC: Oh there came a parting of the ways with Watson. 

ED: Yes with when Watson in fact he withdrew from the organization 

yes. 

DC: Oh really and told you about what reasons did he give for 

that? 

ED: No he just study what felt he well we felt we couldn't work 

with him with him even though he was a wonderful person he and 

I got along very well. 

DC: Did you like you liked him yes . 

ED: Yes he was a nice nice guy. 

DC: Y'es. 

ED: And ah and a little joke I use to go as I said he said in up 

to the Prime Minister's residence and he was saying do you 

know if they if they say they never come and sit in the 

vicinity facilities yes. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And I remember now he was a student of the University of Baker 

I found and I use to go when I see him most of the book stores 

because they know when you are meeting every meeting every 

week and that is a joke because using he was in the lecture 

and I was you know I didn't have much education and there was 

DC: Yes sure. 

ED: There was this disk jockey and nevertheless please I was late 

and I could not take it and there was this disk jockey and 
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like jug and aim and never the reason p l ease I was late 

DC: But he never went out never did a job did he? 

noticed. 

ED: But he and I went up to the tower. 

DC: Oh but. 

ED: Of the n ow the. 

He never 

DC: But he never actually went and they and blasted anything or i n 

fact any brunes further and he intended 

ED: But the intended portion _____ that night 

DC: Oh really. 

ED: Yes. You see what had happened then there if she let play was 

the driver of the car ah we had come to recollected the job 

now Ida a small automatic which I had worked up i n the media 

legally and ah I had taken this automatic with me on the job 

so ah Sheila dropped us and Watson and I started to crying now 

coming the block and along the way I realized that I had to 

quit and I had the gun. 

DC: With your fingerprints on it presumably on it 

ED: And my name and it is my license yes. 

DC: Oh your name was on it and yes of course with the license. 

ED: License and then they let go of Watson and let them manage it 

manager and since an in the dark Watson now held the gun yes 
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DC: No that is amazing . 

ED: Dark and then he and then he told me something which I didn't 

know at the time even every where at up in the job you tie 

everything to your body with every gossip if you fall and 

stumble and roll this stuff is attached to your body you see 

and whether it is your a gun or map or whatever it is at this 

time and we had this court around your little neck because 

that is what some of them looked in but we had to bend the job 

to look for the bees like so ah well ------- ------
Watson was was changed 

DC: Changed yes. Yes sure. 

ED: But Watson and I were really managers you know. 

DC: Do you think he do you think he disliked that working with 

amateurs yes. 

ED: He didn't in Asia up to his standard he was a character from 

the British army he was he was the parachute behind the enemy 

lines this is a guy who is hard death lanes just by the way 

but to us the we are here. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: Here never witness death and real violence we can have a fu l l 

blossom whatever else and you didn't see people on and off and 

until later and in case extreme experience the nitty gritty of 

it you know and so but we were but softer and a bit amateurish 

as far as he was concerned . 

DC: concerned yes. 
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ED: And that side was it and. 

DC: Did ah did people start changing their minds after a couple of 

years about how useful all this was was there a sudden was 

there a change of goals and purpose in the ARM? 

ED: No yes we would argue excuse me I had argued more than in one 

stage later ah prices should be exempted from the government 

you know that is why when I went into this church you know 

always at the church you know that we tried to organize 

cushions which should be no oldies on it but ah we have these 

thoughts and we try and we let and Leftwich thought we would 

find the but you know it is not really extra 

----- and you see the government going from point form and 

any distance from you. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: You know but you do look for creditors all the time hoping 

that you wouldn't have to carry on with this type of struggle 

and ah and ah looking for other forms of names of persons and 

so on and then eventually you say well you know to carry on 

DC: Yes. So you never changed your mind that you didn't think the 

organization should stop or disband or go another direction 

yes. 

ED: No yes the I would I am sure I raised points about you know 

that after tests and all they say figure day, etc., and ah 

part of the four ways and as I say one sort of an area and I 
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was looking for alternatives all the time anyway. 

DC: Anyway yes . 

ED : But it didn ' t work out and then of course it eventuall y you 

know you stick around and it is no worse at school really as 

residing from an opinion indeed an organization because ah and 

in case of nine in the police bed person where the contact is 

from understand the way in case you have not been the other 

day you know 

DC: Yes. 

ED: But ah so what it made and raised because ah of you know 

caution caution right and ah but we carried on as vicious we 

put on. 

DC: Was there was there there was a dropping off on the number of 

actions towards by far. 

ED: By far yes. 

DC: You see the ah the most jobs were done in Johannesburg and if 

this is done by ah Mike Schneider whom I spoke with and 

ED: Yes. Did Mike operate only out of Johannesburg? 

DC: Initially oh. 

ED: And then what had happened again this is what you know you 

told me and all this is that one governor who was on ah he had 

carried something in a suitcase for the weeks to go and 

develop and he had let the suitcase down and the job i n the 

Singapore one day and he decided to leave and of course he 
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came the other way and there was a big facet to us around 

here. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: So ah yes that at such a jobs at once then you leave rather 

than keep a tie the fellow in and maybe so and so we were not 

very consistent in our work no we were we were trying in our 

ways in fact we spent too much time planning as he says he the 

new kind type of work that he likes you know it is so much 

more of a burden to plan the job. 

DC: So you found planning took alot of hours yes for 

people? 

ED; Well yes little noting jobs there because when we use 

explosives ah everybody walked past that you know they could 

be have to extra there always were the things ---------
which I were the way we are 

DC: Yes. Eddy did you all get on fairly well with the were there 

tensions within the organization here in Canada? 

ED: Not really no once you winning you are watching the great 

world and every where you stand as to end this when you are so 

bad you see but like we got to wave around but one does not 

concern me but concern like you we had a meeting with ah 

members of the ANC problems of with the guys and I wasn't then 

you know with things I should have in the liberal party 

DC: What year do you remember when that was roughly? 
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ED: It was in Johannesburg it was in the as much as I can one and 

six 1961 and 1964 I would say about 1962 but the area was on 

the map in the sense and probably seen over there and ah to 

talk about coming together. 

DC: 1962 yes . Oh really. 

ED: Yes. 

DC: Who was there from MK? 

ED: No I had nothing like that. 

DC: No you don't know yes someone you didn't know him. 

ED: No there is two I think at least two at least two then I think 

that. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: But then. 

DC: It was not Bobby Robby Rachel no you 

would have recognized him. 

ED: Well I did not know anything and ah then from our side ah 

there was opposition saying now it is o.K. at this meeting and 

then I think we left now to go to Saskatoon ------

DC: Who were the ARM people there? 

ED: Well the one I distinctly remember is Adrian. 

DC: Adrian yes. 

ED: And I suppose I had enough I assume I speak on the correction 

but it is Adrian and myself and one or two others like here 

only to ah Adrian now, 

doing him dealing the service ah Adrian who 
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really opposed working with the conferences like that because 

he said you know he cannot make the decisions. Ahd ah Adrian 

was a very important member of the congregation and ____ _ 

he looked at me recruited Stephanie, 

recruited Spike I recruited Evan Brooks and ah maybe Lynn 

DC: Yes. Lynn 

him. Yes. 

I think Rhoda recruited 

ED: Sorry. Yes. Because you see you see my argument with Regan 

is that ah why are we so disappointed with the NUSAS him once 

he said you are being recruited and 

I said think we have. recruited the others and I felt the 

evidence was not beautiful today you know. 

DC: To them yes. 

ED: Not so much to me towards them but nevertheless and we rapidly 

opposed ah coming together and joining or 

amalgamating with the with the ANC or proper procedure and we 

had to put that other as yes we split down to the organization 

and. 

DC: Yes. 

ED: And that. 

?: You would have been in favour of it. 

ED : Well I didn't mind working with anybody you see you see and as 

a member I was not as politically astoop as Adrian eh heh you 

see ah as members of the liberal party we worked with the PIC 
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and with the ANC and when the when the PIC and ANC were banned 

the liberal party made the meetings available to the ANC and 

PIC this is what Nelson _____ makes a break yes and other 

members of the ANC in prison you see you are not the third 

party was with us throughout 
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